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ABSTRACT
This study will be focusing on the Nurse Knowledge Sharing Portal. The purpose of this
project is to use Knowledge Management in order to have good information sharing
system among the medical staff. The project will be based on Knowledge management
and web based development. By doing so, it will support and improve distributed
information sharing among hospital staff especially nurses. Nurses can easily find the
information of technique, procedure and way how to deal with disease by using this
system it implement this project, and Joomla is used as the e-learntngmodel. Besides, the
information about new disease technique, procedure and way how to deal with it is
provided in this system and will represent in informational data. The scope of study of
this proposed project is within nurses' community itself. The target users of course are
among nurses as the designed of this sharing system will be within hospital local area
network. To gather information for this project 1have do some research according to the
problem that faced by medical staff. These are some methods, which I use to gather the
information such as survey form, journal, health magazine, and also internet.
Methodology to be used in executingthis project will be incremental and prototyping life
cycle model where the development of the site will be based on prototype of component
or module per module. To accomplish this project I will develop an online sharing work
space like blogs, and forum. Information Sharing System will help medical staff
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Nurse Knowledge Sharing Portal is an online site that will be designed as an approach to
introduce nurses to community sharing. Nurses' especially in government hospital is
believed not very keen towards this kind of system. It is hope by having this site; they
may experience the realm, seductiveness and get familiar this cyber system environment
themselves. Forum site has been evolved rapidly couple of years ago and we certainly do
not want to leave nurses behind in this advantages brought by internet technology. One of
the criteria for a good information sharing system is the reliability and the availability of
the system. These two criteria are important in order to ensure the quality service of the
nurse and customer satisfaction.
1.1 Background study
Presently, most knowledge management has incorporated many components or
technologies to stimulate information or knowledge sharing process. More recently social
computing tools (such as blogs and wikis) have developed to provide a more unstructured
approach to knowledge transfer and knowledge creation through the development of new
forms of community (.These components are added to provide diverse options for
information sharing in order to support traditional face to face teaching. Examples system
that used the knowledge management is e-learning and web conferencing. E-learning has
become the medium of sharing the content of lessons for learning purposes .This method
not just used to handle ideas of employees but the other reason using this kind of method
is also for handle communication between the employee and employer. It is intended
using sound pedagogical principles; to assist educators create efficient online learning
communities.
Since there are so many components being integrated, e-learning provides lots of
potential learning resources to the students Forexample, in Moodle itself, several features
such as blog, forum, wiki, workshop and glossary are included. The features included in
Moodle are excellent resources for students to assist them in learning process. By using
this idea I would like to make the system concerning the information sharing system and
will be implementing in the hospital. Therefore, based on e-learning system I will build
system that we called Nurse Knowledge Sharing Portal would be a significant source of
knowledge resource for nurse by providingthe communication platform between nurse.
1.1.1 What is Knowledge Transfer?
Knowledge transfer is a sub of the organizational development and organizational
learning is practical problem in orderto get a packed of knowledge from one part
of organization to another part of organizational. The problem that always been
occur at the hospital it is the knowledge not been share properly among nurses so
it would make the knowledge is loss. That why knowledge transfer is very
important to make sure that knowledge is can be reused or share with systematic
framework. So the result from it is quality and services can be improved. Health
services and population health innovations advance when knowledge transfer
occurs among researchers, practitioners, policy-makers and consumers using
high-quality evidence. In nurse daily life when comes new term or new disease
appear they need to know or learn it, so the knowledge transfer between the
experience nurses to the new nurse must successful in order to keep that
knowledge or lesson learn can be implement it again or develop by other nurses.
To have an effective knowledge sharing we must have complete cycle of
knowledge sharing, knowledge transfer , knowledge application, knowledge























Figure 1: Criteria of knowlege transfer using research model.
Resource : (elias awad, hassan ghaziri, 2004)
The knowledge transfer process is like this , firstly one nurse implied hypothesis
that suggest and when the high quality of experience placed into context
discernable to others and support are in place to facilitate the sharing and
translation of knowledge or gained by some into actionable steps bye other nurse,
whether it is the practice , or policy making or maybe can be for research so that
could changes and will lead to improvements in delivery of health care and it
outcomes on the population.
1.1.2 Type of Information Knowledge Transfer
The set of information knowledge whether it completes or incomplete is depend
from senders or receivers.
There are four representative types of information structure in knowledge transfer.
• Symmetric complete information
• Sender-advantage asymmetric information
• Symmetric incomplete information


















Figure 2: Information Structure in Knowledge Transfer.
Source: (Lihui Lin, Xianjun Geng , Andrew B. Whinston , 2005)
Symmetric Complete Information
This kind of information set is complete between the knowledge of sender's and
receivers. Much of the knowledge management literature implicitly assumes that
knowledge transfers occur under this structure. But limited in it scope only and it
usually will used when the situations where the parties have close connections and
frequent contact. Example like, when one group member who work together
closely and every one of them know the level of expertise every member in the
group.
1.1.2.2 Sender-Advantage Asymmetric Information
For type of information is have the complete information from sender but the
receiver information is not complete.
Example, Suppose a Malaysia firm is planning to expand its business to China by
partnering with a local firm and expects to acquire knowledge of local markets
from its partner. A potential Chinese firm knows its own capabilities it has
acquired through business experience. Since the knowledge to be transferred from
the Chinese firm to the Malaysia firm is very specific and will be used in
developing business in China, it is reasonable to assume that the Chinese firm is
aware of how valuable its knowledge is. However, it is very difficult for the
Malaysia firm to verify the claimed value of the knowledge before an alliance is
formed and business is underway, due to its lack of information regarding the
context and its unfamiliarity with the Chinese firm. The two firms may fail to
reach an agreement because of the asymmetry of their information. If we using in
health service example, when one department try to combine with another
department, let's say department ICU combine with Ward 3. ICU is normally deal
with critical patient and machines that using terminology of knowledge advance.
In mean while Ward 3 only deal with normal patient and not using a high
technology machine compare to ICU. Therefore Ward 3 have some problem to
receive information example like jargon with terms have been used by ICU, So in
this situation ICU is a sender have an advantage for having a additional
knowledge compare to Ward 3 as a receiver.
1.1.2.3 Symmetric Incomplete Information
In this situation both side the sender and receiver information set are incomplete.
Example,
Malaysia firm try to considering outsource their development project in
Indonesia. The project is so isolated because the combination of technology,
domain knowledge and geographically sensitive knowledge. While a potential
firm is experienced in the technology, it is unsure about the fit between its
knowledge and this project, thus uncertain about the expected value of its
knowledge. The potential Indonesia firm may still try to get the project, and the
Malaysia firm must be aware that it may be impossible to learn the expected value
of this outsourcing project
1.1.2.4 Receiver -advantage asymmetric information
For this case, the sender doesn't have a complete of information set but the
receiver have the complete information set. In this structure, this particular
information set the receiver has advantage with having the highly valuable
knowledge to make sure it easy to understand the sender information. As a result,
the receiver can always choose the best source from which to acquire knowledge.
For this situation we can refer the example like at Sender-advantage asymmetric
information but only change the knowledge level between ICU and Ward 3. Ward
3 has more knowledge level than ICU. So at this particular time can choose the
best information source for them to use it.
1.2 Problem Statement
Nowadays medical staffs are faced with and technologically relation problem, this is
because due to the rising number of new diseases and the way to treat such decease is not
usually known to all. The lack of these, information sharing system may result to the loss
of time or money and make also cause unneeded mistake that are being done by nurses.
This can be seen by the number of usually cases such as the baby that his hand amputated
because ofnurse or doctor error.
Hospitals do not have a specific or proper system on how to share their knowledge. So,
the system is initiated as a medium to assist nurses on how to share their knowledge with
others. The traditional way is like having a meeting and discussion is not very effective
because each nurse have their own schedule. So it's hard to find a suitable time for the
nurses to discuss or share their knowledge among them.
Beside thatthis system is also needed to enhance the cooperation between hospital in this
country and other country. The reason for this is there difference country maybe familiar
dealing with different kinds of disease or health problem. By promoting communication
between the familiar hospital treating a certain disease to the unfamiliar hospital that
never treat that kind of disease the hassle of the staff to refresh their skill on treating the
patient will be less time consuming, does proving enhances oftreating the patient.
The system will have a forum function similar like other forum website. Here, nurses can
create a new topic so that each of them can share the knowledge and understanding about
the topic. In that forum they are freely to ask anything regarding the medical. So, the
nurses can anytime access the forums for free to say and the discussion can be
continuously continued. The forum also is not only being shared among of specific
nurses, but others can also get the knowledge so that can expand their knowledge and
understanding. Inexample, oneof the nurses wants to askabout how to deal with patients
who have cancer, so he / she can easily open a new topic in a forum so that anybody can
discuss it. Using old way, the nurses can ask their senior that master in the specific
knowledge. But using this system, not only the specific nurses can ask the question but
any nurses are freely to say abouttheir knowledge, understanding also experience on new
idea. So that the knowledge can be shared and expand among them.
Last but not least, a nurse that is has years of experience and skill treating numerous kind
of health problem, if not store or shared within the system may loose important technical
to handle this kind health problem by other hospital members. If the system is already
been implemented this priceless information can be easily access and run through to treat
patient.
1.3 Objective of Study
Nurse Knowledge Sharing Portal is primarily concerned with the development of web-
based application. Below are the lists of objectives that need to be accomplished at the
end of the research:
1.3.1 To produce an online information sharing system that can help users
to monitor the information remotely.
This system also will act as a medium to share or transfer knowledge among the
nurses. This is because all nurses can easily and freely to ask and say anything
through the forums andchatboxin the system. Allchatmessages will be archived
and the nurses can use the search engine to refer back the logs and archive
messages. So the knowledge and experience from nurses can be shared and be
discussed.
1.3.2 To improve effectiveness of hospital new and inexperience nurses.
Instead of gathering the new knowledge from senior nurses, this system also can
be the other resource for a new nurse to refer.
1.3.3 To centralize information sharing.
This system also can be a database for knowledge to be store. It also available for
any nurse to used it.
1.3.4 Give nurses more time to collaborate
By using this system, nurses can collaborate among themselves anytime
anywhere. They do not have time limitation because the system is 24 hours run in
the day. So that nursescan get more free times to do their own work.
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1.4 Significant /Benefits of the Project
1.4.1 Allow authorize user to access the system
The system will only allow the authorized user to access to the system. All the
nurses can have their own account and the system administrator and moderators
will havean inspection timeby timeto prevent unauthorized personnel.
1.4.2 Easy access without connection to the Internet
The system is run in a local area network. So that nurse can easily access to the
system although the computer do nothave connection to the internet.
1.4.3 Easily to host and manageable
This system is run using a free scripting file and server. So, it can run in any
platform of operating system like Windows, Free BSD, Linux and et cetera
depends on the system administrator.
1.4.4 Medium of communication
This system also can act as a medium of communication among nurses.
Information can be transformed into knowledge when the system is fully utilized.
1.4.5 Search function from the chat logs and show only necessary things
All chat messages will be archived after period of time. The logs can be viewed
by the end users. There is also a search function to look for the only necessary
things and will eliminate all the pointless things.
1.5 Scope of Study
Nurse Knowledge Sharing Portal will have a concept of from nurses to nurses. The
system of online forums will be developed under one wad scope only. It will cover the
users which are the Hospital Kajang nurse. As it is a nonprofit website, designed of the
site will be for used within the department only. The administrators and users of this
system are among the nurses themselves. As this online system will focus on nurses, the
interface and the functions will also need to be essential to medical environment. Add-ins
functions will be created based on nurses need and necessity.
The purpose of minimizing the scope to only Hospital Kajang nurses is to accommodate
the time frame dedicated for the research project. It is also a relevant with the expertise
and knowledge of the developer. Besides, it also based on the objective of the research
itself. It is a nonprofit system site which designed for educational purpose, thus it is
irrelevant if the scope is out site or to the public.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW AND/OR THEORY
2.1 Knowledge management
The definition of Knowledge management is range from the practical to the conceptual
and philosophical. Knowledge Management ('KM') comprises a range of practices used
by organizations to identify, create, represent, and distribute knowledge for reuse,
awareness and learning (Alavi, M., Leidner, D., 2001) .Knowledge management usually
related among the business, learning, medication or whatever thing that is using the
collection of data or information.
There are two types of knowledge which are explicit and tacit. In the field of knowledge
management the concept of tacit knowledge refers to a knowledge which is only known
by an individual and that is difficult to communicate to the rest of an organization.
Knowledge that is easy to communicate is called explicit knowledge. The process of
transforming tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge is known as codification or
articulation. Usually, tacit knowledge can be obtained from other people based on their
past experiences which direct to spontaneous thought human experts (tacit knowledge).
Example like someone shared their experience, so that knowledge of experience is a tacit
knowledge.
The second type of knowledge is explicit knowledge that has been or can be expressed,
codified, and stored in certain media. It can be readily transmitted to others. The most
common forms of explicit knowledge are manuals, documents and procedures.
Knowledge also can be audio-visual. Works of art and product design can be seen as
other forms of explicit knowledge where human skills, motives and knowledge are
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externalized. Within these two types of knowledge computer technology can present the
balance view. A successful KM program needs, on the one hand, to convert internalized
tacit knowledge into explicit codified knowledge in order to share it, but, on the other
hand, it also must permit individuals and groups to internalize and make personally
meaningful codified knowledge they have retrieved from the KM system (Nonaka, I. and
Takeuchi,H, 1995).
2.2 Knowledge Management in Hospitals
According to a report dated November 5, 2003 by the Institute of Medicine (IOM), the
current nursing environment, which includes lack of information about some diseases and
how to deal with new disease that can threat to patient safety. Additional IOM reports
indicate 7,000 people die each year from medication errors, and almost 100,000 patients
die annually due to other medical errors. Healthcare IT systems can help sharply reduce
medical errors by alleviating the workload of staff, by connecting departments within the
hospital and by creating real time electronic medical records that can be shared
throughout the hospital, making the most current patient data available anytime to anyone
who needs it, according to Kennedy. IT also helps reduce the burden of patient and work-
related paper documentation by nursing the areas of concern in the IOM report. (Siemens
AG, 2002)
Health care management services are delivered by a team of medical review specialists,
case managers, and physicians. The medical review specialists and case managers are
registered nurses by training. The health care management providers combine general
clinical expertise with the specialized skills needed to effectively deliver affordable
health care. The desire to capture this expertise in an automated system led to the
decision to build expert systems. Expert systems provide a natural way to capture expert
knowledge, making the experience of a few available to all users and preserving
corporate knowledge (F. Hayes-Roth, D.A. Waterman, D.B. Lenat, 1983).
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One example of Knowledge management is implementing in Public health .The
Association of State and Territorial Health Officials (ASTHO) have done the publication
on knowledge management and provide a broad conceptual framework for Public Health
professionals in order to make sure public health can understand and implement it.
Knowledge management is the process of organizing and analyzing information to make
it understandable and applicable to solvethe problem or when the decision making do.
Most of organization including public health has encounter challenges in attempting to
manage knowledge. One of the challenges is volume of information - Public health
agencies have manage vast quantity of information, most of which is collected for
specific purpose but not intend to re-use it "information re-use". Most of agencies always
got the strong incentive level of information as well as impediment to being able to
manage knowledge.
The second challenge is information security - public health information is derived from
many sources and is frequently considered private and confidential. Though individual
datasets may not reveal personal information, combining information from different
source might accidentally reveal personal information about individual. Agencies must
ensureaccess control to preserve information security and confidentiality.
Thethird challenge is quality - In knowledge management the difficult part is to ensuring
and understanding data quality but this part is the critical requirements. Standardized
method for processing data are needed in order to have a good documentation (or
metadata).Data collected for one purpose and integrated with other data or used for
another purpose may no longer meet data quality parameters established during initial
data collection.
Last but not least challenge is ability to access and use information - while many
agencies collect and compile large volumes of information, few have established the
means to access and analyze the data with appropriate tools. This challenge is related to
challenge of maintaining security and the means for users to understand the quality of the
data.
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Other example, that using knowledge management in medical health care is semantic
medical services. In medical research, there is a need to exchange valuable information
between different researchers or research groups. However, it is difficult to build
automated procedures for resource sharing (e.g., patient records or images), analysis
across organizations, which follow different data models and document structures. Most
existing health care infrastructures are based on legacy components. Thus,
interoperability across such different services from different organizations becomesmore
difficult. We need to have some common "data medium" for information interchange
between the applications so that heterogeneous data can be easily converted into formats
understandable to respective applications. As practical approaches to resolving these
issues, work flow solutions have been successfully implemented in many health care
enterprises1. Workflow technology offers several advantages, including automation and
streamlining of processes and significant cost reductions. Also, ongoing research efforts
(Health Level 7 (HL7) and Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM))
provide standards for the exchange, management and integration of medical resources
that support clinical patient care and the delivery and evaluation of healthcare services.
As these solutions are not at a level sufficient to resolve all relevant issues, additional
research is required on how to handle them (YugyungLee, Chintan Patel, 2004).
2.3 Knowledge Management in Online Services
Why I choose online learning, one example of using web is to reduce manual discovery
and usage of Web resources (documents and services) and to allow software agents to
automatically identify these Web resources, integrate them and execute them for
achieving the intended goals of the user (Yugyung Lee, Chintan Patel, 2004).Such a
composed Web service may be represented as a workflow, called service flow. Current
Web service standards are not sufficient for automatic composition.
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2.4 Sharing Information
"Those who cannot rememberthe past are condemned to repeat it" (George Santayana).
The quote from George Santayana reflects the underlying assumption pertaining to the
traditional approaches for KM. The major goal is to achieve "knowledge" from the past
so that lessonnot will be forgotten. This is rather limitingview of KM because it implies
that the information needs of future will be necessarily be the same as they were in the
past. Subsequently, those who need information for the problem at hand are treated as
simplypassive consumers of information (Fischer, 2002).
Knowledge of the past represent an attempt to articulate knowledge gained from previous
experiences in order to anticipate future problems and to inform future actions. In
organizations, it takes the form of best practices, scenarios; technical and directive
documents and report that are generated by specialists based on previous experience as
well as anticipated and interpreted future needs. The goal is to provide efficient ways for
user to access and share such explicit knowledge, although it alone is most likely to be
insufficient to help in solvingthe problemat hand. Two distinct problemsthus arise from
this view. One is the assumption that this static and somewhat limited notion of
knowledge can handlethe complex and dynamic nature of real-life problem. The other is
that it relies on existing understanding of the work practice intends to support (Orr,
1990).
The advent of the Internet brought with it further enabling technologies, including e-
learning, web conferencing, collaborative software, content management systems,
corporate 'Yellow pages' directories, email lists, wikis, blogs, and other technologies.
Each enabling technology can expand the level of inquiry available to an employee, while
providing a platform to achieve specific goals or actions. The practice of KM will
continue to evolve with the growth of collaboration applications, visual tools and other
technologies (Nonaka, I. and Takeuchi, H, 1995).
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Distributed cognition holds that knowledge does not necessarily reside solely in a
person's head, but is often created by and revealed in social practices, and mediated by
Sociotechnical artifacts situated in a social environment. One major contribute of this
framework is to expand the unit of analysis for cognition from merely focusing on
cognitive processes in an individual's head towarda systemic view of cognitiondelimited
by functional relationships of the element that participate in task situated in a
Sociohistorical context. Another important contribution is to bring culture, context and
history back to the study of cognition. According to distributed cognition, all human
activities are embedded in Sociohistorical contexts, which are not solely created by local
cultural and historical practices, but also to create by each participant's own history and
life-experience (Holland, 2001).
2.5 Effective communication
To make sure knowledge transfer successful implemented. That is we need to derive the
expected valueofthe knowledge transfer, the sender's and the receiver's information sets
should contain at least the following components:
• The nature of the knowledge, such as the knowledge being tacit or explicit,
proven or unproven.
• The context in which the knowledge is put to use (whether the context has
personal features)
• The fit between the knowledge and the receiver based on the receiver's declared
usage of the knowledge;
• Ties between the sender and receiver, such as their frequency of interactions and
trust.
• Last but not least is must have the sender and receiver in one communication.
The proper way of knowledge sharing or knowledge transfer will make the knowledge
sharing more effective and efficient (Nonaka, I. and Takeuchi, H., 1995).
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2.6 Knowledge Transfer Implement in Developing Country.
The knowledge is very powerful especially nowadays we are in 21 centuries , and many
country is compete each of them in developing technology .Despite, developer also want
make sure theircountry to be leader of the technology. It also needs a technique to make
sure that knowledge not loss or be wasted. (Kogut and Zander, 1995; Das and Teng,
2000) says that knowledge is mostly protected through intellectual property rights and
because of its fluid nature, it is not easily imitated by competitors. These make country
compete between them to make sure the technology is evolve so, they describe the
learning that occurs between them and normally using as asymmetric because the other
country normally learnwith different intentions. (Freeman and Hagedoorn, 1994; Tsang,
1999)Says that developing country partner learns the skills , knowledge , technology and
management system is not gain from their counterparts but the developing country
partner only learn from the alliance experience. There is a contained assumption says that
the developing country partners have notechnology and know-how worth learning.
We can see instead using knowledge transfer in developing country it also can be
implementing at hospital especially among nurses. Used the right way how to manage
the knowledge using this kind of theory can make health services be more efficient.
Usually nurse gained the knowledge through traditional health care research, patient's
satisfaction survey and some info gather from intelligent gathering. Intelligent gathering
is how the brain evolves offers insight into the mind. Thus, a transferor (person that
transfer the information) will harmonize knowledge from this knowledge stock (pure
knowledge) and transfer to the transferee. Muller (2003) says that Knowledge is one of
the constituents of technology. For this case, any technology transfer would also include
the knowledge about the principles on which the technology is built and structured.
Technically embedded knowledge may also include knowledge implanted in products.
Alliances that transfer product-manufacturing capability to their partners would
inevitably transfer the knowledge encapsulated in the product. Such knowledge may
include design knowledge, assembly knowledge, application knowledge, market
17






























Figure 3: Knowledge Transfer Model
Source: (Bedman Narteh, 2008)
2.7 What Is Cognitive/Individually Embedded Knowledge?
We know that the tacit knowledge can not be codified so the part of an organization's
knowledge stock can not be codified because it is tacit and implanted in it people. The
people may be the company's own employees or expatriates hired elsewherewho possess
such knowledge. Any knowledge transfer process must involve core personnel example
like when in one organization who are familiar with the knowledge who are try to
transfer the some knowledge with people are hired from outside but have a same
knowledge bases . Narteh (2006) indicated that they were critical to small and medium-
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sized firms who due to their own internal labor constraints may not have enough
personnel to be sentabroad for the knowledge transfer.
2.7.1 Pre-conditions
That the flow of the knowledge could be proceed by two sets of factors. One set
relates to the characteristics of the transferor and transferee as unique entities and
therefore is called unique factors. The other set of factors relate to the interaction
between the transferor and the transferee and is called relationship factors. These
factors should be clearly understood and separated as they impact on the
effectiveness of the knowledge flow between transferors and transferees.
(Bedman Narteh, 2008)
2.7.2 Unique factors
Unique factors as already stated, are peculiar to either the transferor's ability to
transfer the knowledge or the transferee's ability to absorb the knowledge.
Accordingly, unique factors have been further classified into transferor related
and transferee related factors. The factors are only illustrative but not exhaustive.
(Bedman Narteh, 2008)
2.7.3 Transferor related factors
These are factors within the transferor or developed country partner firm that
affect its ability to transfer knowledge to the recipient firms. These factors include
the type of knowledge to be transferred, the method of transfer adopted as well as
the teaching capacity of the transferor. (Bedman Narteh, 2008)
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2.8 Dimensions of Transferred Knowledge
Knowledge is an asset that comes from many different perspective and levels ofanalysis,
I have read from the several authors they says that knowledge transfer is a very
subjective and have many way how to make the knowledge be more effective to be
receive . Winter (1987) says that knowledge is more easily transferable when it is
teachable, articulable, observable, simple and independent of a system. In other word,
when Actions undertaken to facilitate voluntary transfer may well also facilitate
involuntary transfer. Taxonomic dimensions of knowledge assets according to how
difficult it is to transfer. More complicated the knowledge more approximation we need
in order to gather the knowledge. Example like in hospital have many different partition
of ward, And each ward has their own capability. When we compare between ward for
children is simpler than ICU (intensive care unit) ward. So the approximation for the
worker in ICU ward is more difficult because they need to have a more experience and
knowledge in order to do the service for ICU patient. Many researchers have used
dimensions to analyze the effect of the characteristics of knowledge in internal and
external knowledge transfer.
DIMENSIONS OF TRANSFERRED KNOWLEDGE
TACIT •+• — — — — + EXPLICIT
COMPLEX -* + SIMPLE
SPECIFIC *•— ——— — *• NON-SPECIFIC
SYSTKMIC + *• AUTONOMOUS
Figure 4: dimensions of transfer knowledge
Sourcefrom: (Juan Carlos Bou-Llusarand Mercedes Segarra-Cipre's, "2006)
This figure shows how dimensions compare between tacit knowledge and explicit
knowledge. Tacit is more complete compare to explicit. Despite, we know in health
services more tacit knowledge is being used because the quality of nurses services is
depend on their experience and knowledge. So to manage with health services we need
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focus more to tacit knowledge. Byusing this dimension of transfer knowledge we tend to
manage thetacit knowledge with more systematic and effective.
2.8.1 Degree of complexity
There are two type of complexity it is technical and social. When we derive the
meaning ofcomplexity interm ofdimensions that shows increase the difficulty of
comprehending how a system functions or produces some outcome. Rogers
(1983) defines complexity asthe level ofhard tounderstand and to use inorder to
make the improvement.
2.8.2 Degree of specificity
A specific asset has different implications if we analyze it from different
speculative perspectives. The resource-based view holds that asset specificity is a
source of causal ambiguity. Barney (1991) says Causal ambiguity meaning the
difficulty for competitors to understand how a firm creates a competitive
advantage. In health care perspective degree of specificity we can see from the
level of difficulty for nurses to understand and implement the knowledge. The
specification of the knowledge will be the important thing to do before transfer it
to the new nurses to understand it. Because some knowledge is not appropriate for
them learn it.
2.8.3 Systemic and independent nature of knowledge
The systemic or dependent dimension is related to the dependence relationships
that knowledge has with other systems of knowledge. (Chesbrough and Teece,
1996; Gopalakrishnan and Bierly, 2001) found out that the more systemic
knowledge is, combination between this knowledge and the knowledge base of
competitor firms, and the more difficult involuntary knowledge transfer will be.
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The more tacit, complex, specific and systemic the knowledge, the easier it is for
a firm to generate a sustainable competitive advantage.
2.9 Knowledge Assets
This is a very important component as they play major role in all decision making. They
need to be exploited internally in order for full value to be realized by the owner. Teece
(2000 p.36) says that the nature of knowledge itself makes organizational knowledge
difficult to transfer as it is embedded in the organizational processes, procedures, routines
and structures. With reliable knowledge assets, knowledge can be transferred to the
respective person at the tight time and at the right place with great accuracy. The
performance of knowledge transfer depends heavily on the availability and the

























Figure 5: Conceptual framework of knowledge transfer
Sourcefrom: (Syed Omar Sharifoddin Syed Ikhsanand Fytton Rowland, 2004)
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY AND PROJECT WORK
3.1 Project Methodology
For this research project, the System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) models being
chosen is both incremental andprototyping lifecyclemodel. Incremental development
product life cycle was chose asthe system will bedevelop bit by bit, function by function
according to the users or actors functionality in the system. The reason of implementing
prototype model together with the incremental model is because, whenever functionality
has been fully developed, the function unit or class can be treated as a small prototype
that will be later added up and integrate to accomplish the final complete system.
Basically, the development of Nurse Knowledge Sharing Portal will go through main
stages or phases. The stages are Planning, Requirement Analysis, System Design and
















Figure 6: Software Development Life Cycle
The methodology of conducting thisproject involves multi phase process. The first phase
of the project is identifying the problem and defining the scope for this project.
Constrains for this project are also defined in this phase. The scope for this project is
defined to focus on information sharing only in one hospital wad by using Knowledge
management concept.
The next phase is where the research is conducted to gather information on the
information about the knowledge management, why we need to sharing knowledge, why
using online system and also some example of implementation of knowledge
management in hospital. This research focuses on several approach and frameworks
identified in the earlier stage. Data gathered from using survey form, journal, health
magazine, and also by using internet.
Then, the designs are translated to a working prototype. The scope of thisphase includes
the development of the software or system and the testing of the developed software or
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system. Learn how to run the template of the web page by using Apache, PHP and
MySQL. The system is programmed using and then being integrated with the hospital
web site.
Finally, the Nurse Knowledge Sharing Portal will be evaluated by assessing the
performance of the developed system in the sharing space environment. The series of
testing for targeted users will be done in the evaluation process. The result of the
evaluation concludes whether the knowledge sharing system is really improving the
quality of nurses services compared to results in theprevious.
3.2 Methodology of Study
Research is conducted to gather information on the information about the knowledge
management. I have do some research for the template that I will use for this system. I
have learned how to use the Apache server by asked from my friend and some tips I got
from internet. This research focuses on several approach and frameworks identified in the
earlier stage.
3.2.1 Data gathered
Data gathered from thefeedback of system's primary end users (Nurses) was compiled,
analyzed and summarized tojustify thefeasibility of implementing Nurse Knowledge
Sharing Portal to ensure that thesystem's goals ismet which isto further meet the
specific needs ofsystem's users. Results from theattempted data collection techniques,
namely, questionnaires (seeappendix) and feedback from prototypes will serve to
determine userrequirements andused as a basisto measure the effectiveness and
usability of the system. Thefeedback analyzed through the questionnaire is as shown
below in the form of bar charts.
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3.2.1.1 Survey form
A questionnaire is a research instrument consisting of a series of
questions and other prompts for the purpose of gathering information from
respondents. As the data was analyzed the developers has develop a rough
idea on how the system should be working. For this project, one set of
questionnaire have been create consist 9 type of question and the
respondents is 40 nurses including health services worker at Hospital
Kajang.
3.2.1.2 Interview
An interview is a conversation between two or more people (the
interviewer and the interviewee) where questions are asked by the
interviewer to obtain information from the interviewee. I have done
interview with one of the Information Technology department committee
at Hospital Kajang. This interview is regarding what is problem that is
always been trough by nurses during their working time. And the
interviewer also ask question regarding the level of implementing
computer facilities in hospital Kajang.
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3.3 Development Tools
This Nurse Knowledge Sharing Portal is proposed to be developed using web based
technology and adopting the Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP) as a scripting language. In
web based technology, the powerful of PHP programming language associated with the
open source technology will be used to develop the system control. PHP also is a
reflective programming language that is high level scripting language for producing
dynamic Web pages. For the database, My SQL Server will be used as it is stable to be
configured and free to use. The server that is used to host this system is Apache server
which also is an open source platform that can run in any platform of operating system.
The researcher uses the Wamp5 as a choiceof WebServer installation
The software that will be used is Joomla version 1.0.13 Joomla is open source software
released under the GNU licensed. It is a CMS (Content Management System) that
integrates in its inside all the instruments that are used to create, in a broad sense, an
information portal. The tools that are used to configure and develop the system are
Microsoft FrontPage, and also Adobe Photoshop CS2. The hardware that are used to
develop as well as hosting the system as follow: (this is notminimum requirement)
• Intel P4 2.4GHZ
•768 GHZ DDR RAM
• 80GB PATA Hard disk
• DVD-ROM drive
• 17" CRT Monitor
• Network Card
3.4 Comparative Study of Available Tools
Research on technical matter explains the reasons as to why the programming language,
database server and other relevant technical matters are chosen. This section explains to
the reader in detail what made the developer chose and why it was chosen to help with
the development and implementation of the system at hand.
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3.4.1 WAMP5
WAMP5 is a full-featured of Apache, My SQL, PHP, and PHP MyAdmin.
WAMP5 has combined all the technical advantages of utility computing with a
highly intelligent business management structure. WAMP5 provides you with a
streamlined and fully-managed IT platform comprised of:
• Desktop Application Services which provide a standard operating
environment for all users.
• Housed Application Services to manage the business applications which
are specific to your organization's needs.
• Internet Security Services which provide secure web browsing, Internet
email, policy management, virus control and remote access services.
• Network Services for the design, installation and management of a Wide
Area Network ("WAN"), along with a range of remote access (Virtual
Private Network or "VPN") solutions.
















Figure 7: Wamp5 Model
WAMP5 comes with a service manager as an icon tray. By using WAMP5 we can fully
control server and local projects. WAMP5 is not designed for production but as a
development environment. With WAMP5, you will be able to create you scripts locally
on your computer, test them and then uploadthem on your production server. WAMP are






Nurses have lots work need to do and do not have the effective way on how to share their
knowledge. Using this system they can collaborate among themselves as well as an
entertainment for them. Any issue can easily discuss without meet each other. Current
way that nurses use to discuss or collaborate is by having a meeting. This method is not
very effective because the meeting usually only involved by nurses that have a free time
on that time.
Refer to the functions that the researcher wants to implement into this system, the system
can be effective if using as much as possible. The system only allow the authorize
personnel to browse the system and make the system private from third party. Using
forums, users can easily discuss and share any topics they want. This can create a good
environment where all the information can be transferred into knowledge and can expand
user's knowledge. Besides, new things can be explore and share by all the users.
Other main function is a chat box. Users can easily chatting in a section provided in the
forum. All chat messages will archive and will be saved afterperiod of time. There also
search function where the users can search from the archive log the necessary things from
the entered keyword. Thisfunctions acts like an intelligent system so that the final results
will only show the necessary things. All unnecessary things will be eliminated from the
final results. Nurses also can have informal meeting where there can discuss and share
everything in a real time anytimewithout time limitation.
Other function like download section is just for entertainment or share any file to other
users. Users can easily upload and download the file using the download section in the
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system. Function like survey and poll is just to have an opinion from all users about some
question and can be changed by the administrator. Users can view the current results of



























































































































Figure 10: Flow chart key in information process
Based on the above diagram, user needs to insert user name and password to access the
news page. User is redirected to a main page which displays the welcome note of system.
Then, user clickat the news menuand redirected to news page. User can key in whatever
information that related to health care. Information will send strait to the system
administrator. Administrator will check whether the information is valid or not. If valid
the information will display at news page, but if the information is not valid user will
redirected to the newspage with new blank information box.
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4.5 Web Interface Screenshot
4.5.1 Home Page
This page is designated as the main point of entry after executing "Nurse
Knowledge Sharing Portal" from wamp5. Home page provide user with an
overview and quick link to the rest of the site. Users who wish to access the site
will have to login using given username and password by administrator. User's
name will be displayed after successful login
#*
Nurse Knowledge Sharing Portal U\












• Subnli: s'A'eb Lin';
• Loqaul.
+ LOGIN FORM
Welcome to die Frontpage
NKSP Overview
ViVitten by Admir,;:>rjior
Monday, in Octdmr SW& (17:49
A -^ J
^'..r-t K-i«v-ii'.'''!i.;f" 'Jw* !•",:" '.tI is an onlinesite that will be designed as an approach to introduce nurses to
community sharing. Nurses' especially ingovernment hospital isbelieved not verykeen towards thiskind of system. It
is hope by having this site; they may experience the realm, seductiveness and get familiar this cyber system
environmentthemselves, Forumate has been evolvedrapidly coupte of yearsago and we certainly do not want to
leave nurses behind In this advantages brought by internet technology. One of the criteria for a good information
sharing system is the reliability and the availability of the system. These two criteriaare important in order to ensure
the qualityservice of the nurse and customer satisfaction.
To produce an onlineinformation sharingsystem that can help mrses to monitorthe information remotely.
To improve effectiveness of hospital new and inexperience nurses.
Allowing medical staff rapidly to access usefuland relevant knowledgeresourcesand reused the knowledge.
Give nurses more time to collaborate.
Shorten the nurses learning curve.
Is to buildpartnerships for health to motivate and facilitate the people to:
* Attain fully their potential in health
* Appreciate health as a valuable asset
* Take positiveactionsto improve further and sustaintheir health status to enjoy quality of life,
Figure 11: screen shot home page
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4.5.2 Lesson Learnt Page
Lesson learnt is something that makes my system different with other system, in
this page user can share among theme their lesson learnt and experience. Not only
share experience, user easy to collaborate among theme. All article thathave been
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X-knked carrier mothers mayfeel lonelier in their status than those who are autosomalrecessiveearners, as
recessive carriers share any burden with their partners.
X-linked carriers maysufferfrom recurrentmouth ulcers and develop photosensitive rashes, haveJoint pain,
fatigueand even abscesses. In caseswhere a diagnosis has not been made, these symptoms in the mother
may help pinpoint CGD,
Carriers mayhave ??lupuslike?? symptomsthat often respond wellto lupus treatments.
Aminority of carriers have eye problems and should be referredto an ophthalmologist.
It is important that people understand the chances of CGD occurringwhen planning more chSdren.
Pregnancy choices are changing with the possibility of PGD and PGD with HLA matching for affected older
siblings,
It is very important that carriersfeel supported.1
Figure 12: screen shot lesson learnt page
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4.5.3 News Page
NKSP News section keeps user up to date with the various health services issues
notonly inMalaysia, butalso from around theworld.
<Ji - - ga Sf i j ^.fltoul^inntej.s.z.gilefiJJlafoge^idM.pto^
WnilLD TIME CLOCK Tflt IW:5
Dnig-Reteassig Stent Better ThanUncaated stent FurAngioplasty
rjiJ.s:rjriPdOil!
S,^ Joomla TomalaMs
Mute Knowledge Shaing System,
Powered bp Jiionila:
Astudy wiBished salt/onlne h the journal JAMA concludes thai palisnts who received ang>_(jlastv after a heart
attackandwhoreceived stents Hal released the iuo sliotanus weremuchlessSfcely to eiparierte major adnata
cadac Bverilb ri the folbwiiy 8 months concaiBiJ to those patents wlio receded uncoslnd stents. Mara
Va^imQl, M.O., fti.D., (Cardjovascite Institute, University ofFetrara, Italy) arc! ccSeacaies diofound thatpatient-;
whorer.mea the antlco*autants abcMmab andurofban hadsinter outcomes fcr some rarrliae measures withn 90
mtutes after the a-igtoplasty,
Loud Snoring Assutlated With Hiyher
Strofce Ami Heart Disease Risk
If you area loudsnaer there Isaqood ctunce yoLitlsk
of stroke and heart cBease is higher compared to
peoplewho do not snore,wt Hungarian soentrstsafter
a new study on 12,643 narticpants
Low-Fat Diets Mure Likely To Reduce
Risk Of Heart Disease than Low-Carl)
Diots
Low-fat cists are more effective In mesemng aid
promoting a healthy csrdnvawiiar system than
tow-carbohydrate, Atkira'-lkede's, accoriiny to a new
study by researchersat the Medical CoBege of Wisconsin
H Wwsukes.
dOW»!:W.ii5<-pr'2M|i i9:if a^ Breakfast Eating Linteri roLower ^ .
PE.'0M0k£,.. nMJ Among Teens
65 Percent Reduction In Fatloue
Symptoms AsA Result OfLow-Intensity J- =J —t
Exercise
Figure 13: screen shot news page
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4.5.4 Frequently Ask Question Page
This page have shows the question that always been askby user. User can contact
administrator if don't have any questionregardingwhat they want to ask.
Nurse Knowledge Sharing Portal ,
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why the patient need to have a cover letter in order to get the
free services? .•"
2 HowrJol install .loomlai 1,5? ?•
3 What arethe requirements to runJoomla! 1,5? .*
4 How much cost for do the treatment in Hospital Kaiang? .•'.
Mv W50L database does not support UTF-S, Dp I have a problem'
5 "/. '
5 What is the FTP layer for-1 ?:.
7 Can Joomla! 1.5 operate with PHP Safe ModeOn' .'-
e Why doesJoornlai 1.5usetrtf-3 encoding? /'

























* Fore ot vour password?
• Foraot vour usernarne?
• Create an account
Figure 15: screen shot login form
4.5.6 Polls form
+ POLLS








Figure 16: screen shot polls
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4.5.7 Web Link Page
Other source that link with NKSP is on this page
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The forum is in this page is design for holding discussion among users and
posting generated content. These functions are important in obtaining various
suggestions.
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Figure 18: Forum page
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4.5.9 User Detail Page
User can easily edit or view their detail in this page. If user want to change their
password or username can do so in this page.
Nurse Knowledge Sharing Porta
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4.5.10 Submit Article Page
Article can be create in this page, this kind of create system also provide an
attachment for large file and also can insert the picture. Maximum size of data
that can be to attach is lOmb. Usually this page is link with the news page and
lesson learnt page but beingmonitor or control by administrator.
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New Mtlp default to ths first place. Ordering c changed afror thii iriicle Iss
Figure 20: Submit article page
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4.5.11 Administrator Page
Hereis a pagewhereadministrator will usedto control NKSS.
Nurss Knowledge Sharing Porta!
Shf Menus C(intern CompoiteMG Eflenowlis Touls Hel|l
':K!r- .art.r.'sl'iiaail f'KH F\v;.
..^
-•PrevliW 0 * 1
Wolt-uilf Hi Jft.rml-i:
L«.j.j««f i 1.I1..11.
ll.lli,.; li,M,|. Clrvllt ljsrfl.u-.
arlnin s.«< ,i.:-»,-l,ao ac-; ni*0Lo, 0 0 l.oit; .
P«|nilai
Rff-ltl • t'lfil Aiiides
Hum St 1-'
Figure 21: Admin page
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4.6 Testing and Evaluation
Testing is conducted after the module is completely developed and integrated. In this
project, testing is conducted whichare functional test .Functional test is conducted by the
author while user acceptance test involved the nurses who are the actual users of Nurse
Knowledge Sharing Portal.
4.6.1 Functional Testing
Functionality test is conducted to detect and debug any flaws on the system. It is
necessary to ensure that the system is able to perform its functionality as
expected. The test results of testingconducted described in table I below.
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No Function Action Perform Expected Test
Result
Actual Test Result
1 Display • User click at • User will • Successfully
overview of NKSP Overview shows the
Nurse link overview of
Knowledge NKSP
Sharing Portal
2 Display lesson • User click on • Display the • Successfully
learnt that Lesson learnt list of lesson display lesson
have been link. learnt learnt page.
shared by






3 Display • User click on • Display the • Successfully
frequently ask FAQ link. question.
question by
user
4 Display news • User click on • Display the • Successfully
or article that news link list of article
has published and news
by admin or
user.
5 Display web • User click on • Display the • Successfully
link. Other web link links. list of other
sources of web site link.
instead the
NKSP itself.
6 Display forum - User click NKSP • Display the • Successfully







Table 1: Functional Testing
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4.7 Bar Chart
These bar chart are derived from the respondent view and opinion through the
questionnaire (see appendix) given to nurses. A chart was derived to each question in
order to get a better understanding on the primary end user view on the current system
and functionalities that they aspect to be proposed system. As mention earlier, this survey
was carried out among nurses in Hospital Kajang.
4.7.1 Doyou share your information or your routine with other colleague?
Based on the responds from the nurses, majority of them respond that they do
share their knowledge among themselves. Usually they share the knowledge
during the lunch, in Surau, rest time which is not in effective method. For 10%
would not share their information maybe because they don't have time to
collaborate between their colleague. Then by using my system I will make sure
nurses can share knowledge among them with structured and effective way.
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Based on the chart above, it showed that majority of nurses sharing their
information during in the ward. Because 25% ofcommunication is occur at ward,
35% during meeting, 15% at canteen (during rest time), and next is 20%at Surau
and Using computer. Overall we can see most information sharing happen in the
not working time, this is because nurse is working using their own schedule also
known as roster, and in the same time nurse not do the work all in one group they
will work only 2 person in one time but will replace with the another 2 nurse
that's why they cant share effectively the knowledge during working hour.
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4.7.3 Doyon think by sharinginformationcan improve your work daily?
Based on the responds from the nurses, majority of them respond that by sharing
information can improve their work daily. Because when the sharing information
occur they can reused the knowledge and used it as a lesson learnt or an
experience .when nurses have more experience and knowledge more confidence
they do the daily work . That's why they need to share the knowledge among
theme.
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4.7.4 Are you going to use the computer to share informationwith your
colleague?
Research said that 55% of nurses don't want to use computer as a tool to shared
information. This is because maybe most of them don't have knowledge to used
computer and also don't have time to work together with the system. So this
maybe will be the problem for the researcher to do the testing in that hospital
because majority nurses is not interest to use it. Actually time is the big major
problem that effect of why nurse don't want to used computer in order to share
their knowledge .Because time or schedule for nurse work in daily time is very
pack and busy so they don't have much time to spend for the simple thing like
used a computer to share the knowledge . But we can create the slot seminar or
tutorial to make sure all nurse know how well the share information can be done
by using computer.
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4.7.5 If a computer sharing system is goingto be implemented in your
work place, is your going to use it?
The answer from the respondent, most of them will using computer system
sharing knowledge if this system is going to be implementing. That's why
because 80% of theme would use it but 20% is not. Usually the new nurse will
having interest to use this system because there are young and more exposed to
computer. Middle age of nurse majority know how to used the computer instead
young nurse the problem is they not very interest with this new technology
example computer because also don't have time to play around with the computer
because their already havea family, and this category is for the another 20% says
will not using this system .
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4.7.6 Doyou prefer to have a chat box function in a system that will be
developed?
Based on the chart above, majority of nurses prefer to have a chat box in the
system. This is because the chat box is one of the tools that can encourage the
process of knowledge sharing and knowledge transfer. Chat box also can be an
effective andeasy to used it when nurse sharing knowledge among them.
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4.7.7 What other types of function that you want to suggest for the
developer to implement to the system?
"Information on who is doing what research"
"Online document exchange"
"Medical facility to chat between the pharmacies cluster"
"Forum space for specifictopic so that we can easily share our knowledge"
4.7.8 If you have any suggestion about Nurse Knowledge Sharing Portal,
please do state in the field below.
"Common meeting schedule in a month is required to meet and discuss about
their progress"
"Area of interest, knowledge sharing, new knowledge/tips to share"
"Make this system intranet so that when the network is down, we can still use the
system."




5.1 Recommendation and Future Enhancement
This project is still in the process of implementation and half completed. There is always
a plenty room for improvement to be made in order to enhance the current system. It is
best to look at the limitations and weaknesses of the system to determine what are the
enhancement could be made to make it better. The other perspective to look at is the
opportunity or potential that the technology could bring and beneficial. There are two
main recommendations to be made here:
• Enhance the functions in the system
• Implement the system to the whole department in Hospital Kajang instead of
in Ward 3 only
• Make NKSP in Informal Setting
5.1.1 Enhance the functions in the system
The functions in the system need to be enhanced to make the system more
intelligent and useful. The current functions can be enhanced and other functions
can be added to the system to make the system more effective and attractive. It is
to make sure that the system has more features and capabilities to suites those
needs at the present time. Nurses may by that time have example time to prepare
and for other important matters, as their communication are made easy through
the system. Besides nurses can take this chance to share and read others' opinion
and thought more often compare to just one particular time if they missed it
before.
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5.1.2 Implement the system to the whole department in hospital instead of
Ward 3
After the system successfully can run in Ward 3 , the researcher hopes that for
further enhancement is to open the system for all department in Hospital Kajang
so that can have a larger community in the system from different department.
Currently, the project covers a small scope of providing the mean of distributing
valuable information among nurses. Besides if it is successful then it is a good
sign that the technology can be implemented at a larger scope which is to cover
the whole ward from all departments.
5.1.3 Informal Setting.
NKSP was meant to be used informally where users are able to share their views,
opinions and knowledge with other users. Sometime nurse will used their own
technical terms that maybe administrator can't understand, so maybe because of
this the information that sender try to share will not complete share and the
information cannot be transfer completely so the solution is by make this system
in informal setting to make sure no limited information for nurses to share their
opinion, knowledge or experience.
5.3 Conclusion
This research project is developed for the benefit all of nurses. It is hope that the project
will be executable in longer period so that it can provide facilitate and give service to
nurses. Nurses can use the system not only for knowledge purposes but can also use the
system for personal purpose like to have an advertisement et cetera. While doing the
research part the researcher also doing the implementation part to utilize the time wisely.
Studies have repeatedly shown that technologically-rich opportunities increase people
learning, performance, technical skills and communication. The system will make daily
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work for nurses easier and better. Thus, it will develop a good environment where all the
information can easily be shared to be transformed into knowledge. Further requirements
analysis and technical specifications evaluation is currently being conducted to provide a
system which is reliable, effective and accurate. Given the scheduled time frame, and
looking at the current project progress as perdate, the system is believed to be completed
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1. Do you share your information or your routine with other colleague?




2. If yes, how do you shared?
/ Jika pernah apakah cara yang pemah anda gunakan untuk berkongsi maklumat
atau pengalaman.
| | In canteen, during lunch
I I In Surau
I I In meeting
I 1 Computer
I I Other
3. Do youthinkby sharing information can improve your workdaily?
/ Adakah dengan cara berkongsi maklumat atau pengalaman dapat meningkatkan
kualiti kerja anda seharian.
| | Yes
• No
4. Do you think by sharing information is more effective by using computer based
system as compareto your answer in number2?




5. Are you going to use the computer to share information with your colleague?




6. If a computer sharing system is going to be implementing in your work place, are
your going to use it?




7. Do you prefer to have a chat box function ina system that will bedeveloped?
/ Adakah blogatau forum sesuai digunakan untuk sistemini.
• Yes
• No
8. What other types of function that you want to suggest for the developer to
implement to the system?
/ Jika anda ada idea atau pendapat untuk ditambah vang boleh digunakan untuk
sistem ini sila tulis di bawah.
9. If you have any suggestion about Nurse Information Sharing System, please do
state in the field below.
/ Jika ada sebarang pendapat berkenaan dengan sistem perkongsian maklumat,
sila tulis kan diruangan vang diberikan.
Appendices
Milestone for Final Year Project 1
NO. Detail/Week 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
1 Selection of ProjectTopic
(Hospital Information Sharing System)
?. Preliminary Research work
1 Submission of PrelimReport
4 Seminar 1 '
'




i Submission ofinterim Report Final Draft •
_
10 Oral Presentation •
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